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a b s t r a c t 

With each passing day, Internet of Things (IoT), has the potential to transform our society to a more dig- 

ital way. In this paper, a cryptographic system is proposed, which has been designed and implemented, 

following the IoT optimized technologies. As the benefits of IoT are numerous, the need for a privacy 

platform is more than necessary to be developed. This work aims to demonstrate this by, firstly, imple- 

menting efficient and flexible, the fundamentals primitives of cryptography and privacy. Secondly, this is 

achieved, by introducing applied cryptography, in a more interactive and flexible approach. The proposed 

system and the incorporation of this platform is scrutinized. In the context of this work, an application 

of symmetric cryptography is introduced, based on the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in Electronic 

Code Book (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) and Counter (CTR) modes of operation, for both encryption 

and decryption of texts, images and electronic data applications. In addition two other security schemes 

are supported by the proposed system: AES Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) and AES Galois Message Authen- 

tication Code (GMAC). The GCM proposed integration, in an authentication scheme, designed to provide 

authenticity and confidentiality, at the same time. On the other hand, GMAC, can be applied as message 

authentication code. Both operations, are optimized in sense of implementation resources, since the ma- 

jor cost is targeted to AES core. In addition, based on the integrated hardware modules, user registration 

and validation is proposed and implemented, with no additional cost, and with no performance penalty. 

Furthermore, two factor authentication has been designed and proposed, based on One Time Passwords 

(OTP), which can been produced with a random procedure. After these, a reference to the security lev- 

els, as regards to the communication between the IoT layers of the architecture, is presented. IoT hard- 

ware platforms are facing lack of security level and this brings the opportunity to use advanced security 

mechanisms. Implementation comparison results emphasize the importance of testing and measuring the 

performance of the alternative encryption algorithms, supported by hardware platforms. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Nowadays, the development of Internet is being shaped mostly

y instant data exchange. The pattern of device usage in an ex-

ensive and exhaustive way, is giving ability to the users, in or-

er to communicate and share information. For this reason, the

eed for protecting the devices and the information dissemination

mong them, is determined as mandatory. Internet of Things (IoT),

an be described as an application domain that integrates different

echnological and social fields [1] . Furthermore, IoT can bring to-
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ether cryptographic models and security schemes, for implemen-

ation purposes, as described in [2] . For example, IoT systems can

e based on AES, ECB and CBC modes of operation for symmet-

ic encryption. Other algorithms such as RSA, SHA standards Diffie-

ellman and Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC), can serve as sup-

lemented privacy schemes, for asymmetric cryptography. 

Embedded systems design, are usually based on microproces-

ors, and microcontrollers. The role of embedded systems is to

erform specific tasks such as sampling sensors and provide cost

ffectiveness and high portability, due to their small sizes. It is

orthwhile mentioning, that these devices are discretized in how

hey interpret data. Moreover, they can be utilized for different ap-

lications as they are able to be programmable, flexible and can

urther be applicable to IoT environments. IoT can manage almost
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every aspect of appliances of everyday life. With an eye to the se-

curity lacks of various data applications, in IoT modern security

systems are needed, in order to gain more strength, data process-

ing capabilities, flexibility and technological evolution. 

As the IoT technology offers a number of benefits to organi-

zations, this invited paper, as an extension of our previous work

[3] introduces a cryptographic system, specialized for data appli-

cations of IoT. It integrates alternative cryptographic and secu-

rity services. The major target of the proposed system is to influ-

ence on the privacy systems, that are beneficial to both academia

and industry needs, as IoT has gained increasingly more attention

throughout the recent years. The cryptographic system can offer an

interactive and trustworthy solution, in the way of selecting data

texts, images and electronic data files, for privacy applications. In

can been applied as a real time implementation, and to be used

successfully, in both industry and academia sectors, or for individu-

als’ needs. Furthermore, this work proposes a full IoT cryptographic

system, that is based on UDOO NEO board [4] , as distinct from var-

ious other works as proposed in [5–7] , and focuses also on security

and cryptographic applications of an IoT implementation system.

This IoT system is based on Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in

various modes of operation [8] . More analytically it supports Elec-

tronic Code Book (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) and Counter

(CTR) modes of operation. It performs efficiently, for both encryp-

tion and decryption. It operates successfully for alternative users

applications of text messages, image files of several types and elec-

tronic data applications, of all means. 

Furthermore and compared to our previous work of [3] , in this

invited paper, more additional security mechanisms, are proposed

and implemented. More analytically the introduced novelties of

this work, which have been designed and implemented are: 

1. Support of data encryption streaming, in addition to “orig-

inal” block encryption of AES. This is achieved with no ad-

ditional cost, based on Counter (CTR) Mode of operation. It

is proposed for cases of not heavy duty data applications or

user needs. 

2. AES Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) and AES Galois Message

Authentication Code (GMAC). GCM proposed implemen-

tation, integrates an authentication mechanism, which is

aimed to support authenticity and confidentiality scheme,

with no additional cost, in hardware resources, according to

our research. On the other hand, the other proposed AES

GMAC scheme, can be applied as message authentication

code, trustworthy approach. GCM and GMAC, are proposed

in sense of optimization, regarding available resources, since

the critical component of the proposed system is AES core. 

3. Registration and user validation, through hardware means.

This can be achieved, through the push buttons of the cur-

rent panel, with no additional cost, or performance sacrifice.

Alternatively, dedicated push buttons can be used. 

4. Two factor authentication of the user, after the successful lo-

gin, of previous described process. This is proposed and inte-

grated with one time passwords, (OTP), which are randomly

generated. 

Last but not least, the proposed cryptographic system could be

enhanced and improved as to the users’ requirements and expec-

tations, in order to be expanded in a more accurate and efficient

way. 

This work has been developed under HORIZON 2020: UMI-Sci-

Ed Project [9] . UMI-Sci-Ed Project (Exploiting Ubiquitous Comput-

ing, Mobile Computing and the Internet of Things to promote Sci-

ence Education) aims at enhancing the attractiveness of science

education and careers for young people via the use of latest tech-

nologies. We put Ubiquitous and Mobile Computing and the In-

ternet of Things (UMI) into practice towards enhancing the level
f STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematic) edu-

ation. At the same time, we are increasing the attractiveness of

ursuing a career in domains pervaded by UMI for these youths

10] . 

UMI-Sci-Ed aims to empower youngsters to think creatively, ap-

ly new knowledge in an effective way, become continuously com-

etitive in a highly demanding working environment. The ability

o switch efficiently between different disciplines such as science

isciplines depends on processing effectively the educational ma-

erial based on clearly defined outcomes, expanding a broad reper-

oire of ICT communication, problem solving and decision-making

kills, and using the collective knowledge represented in networks,

ased on working environments. The orientation of UMI-Sci-Ed is

ntrepreneurial and multidisciplinary in an effort to raise young

oys’ and girls’ motivation in science education [10] . In UMI-Sci-

d, technology itself is not starring as the objective of our work.

biquitous and mobile computing and IoT are rather used to sup-

ort the UMI-Sci-Ed stakeholders working in education – educa-

ional community (teaching institutions, students, professors, tu-

ors, etc.) and industry (UMI companies, VET providers, publishers,

tc.) – career consultants, educational authorities and policy mak-

rs. To this end, communities of practice (CoPs) will be formed dy-

amically on the UMI-Sci-Ed platform around UMI projects imple-

ented at schools, including representatives of all necessary stake-

olders. In this project we aim to develop an integrated yet open

raining framework for upper high school students [9] . 

Technological institutions (CTI, CIT, CUBIT) and academic orga-

izations (University of Helsinki, Norwegian University of Science

nd Technology and University of Pisa), are core participants and

artners in UMI-Sci-Ed. ALL DIGITAL AISBL, (previously known as

elecentre Europe), a pan-European member association, supports

he partnership in communication activities. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives the ba-

ic background of IoT technology. Section 3 gives the fundamental

ryptography and privacy aspects. Section 4 describes the security

evel of systems and devices. The next section, presents in detail,

he specified IoT board, of the proposed system. Section 6 is ded-

cated to the design, in detail, of the proposed cryptographic sys-

em, while the next section introduces, with full details, the im-

lementation of the system. Implementations results and compar-

sons, follow. The last section, gives conclusions in a brief, and fu-

ure directions of this work. 

. Internet of things technology: towards to a new era 

As mentioned before, Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a net-

ork of physical devices (e.g. smart phones, laptops, smart watches

tc.), that are connected to the Internet, collecting and sharing data

1] . Looking beyond the vast number of various applications, such

s smart homes, smart cities, smart health infrastructure, one can

ealize and understand the level of digitalization, using such tech-

ologies. The level of device intelligence, could enable them to

ommunicate without the involvement of a human beings, merg-

ng the digital and physical world. The rapid improvement of IoT

an help people to make their environment smarter and more

easurable, overcoming daily problems [11] . 

From the very beginning of IoT development, both academia

nd industry are targets of great importance. These applications

an contribute in offering also innovative services and applications,

mplemented in different ways [12] . A huge number of applica-

ions, platforms and systems, can be deployed in order to help pro-

essors, researchers, industry experts and manufacturers to work

ard, for a qualitative content in each and every device. This con-

ent can be customizable and extended to the level of maturity

hat different technologies are connecting. 
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Fig. 1. Electronic code book (ECB) mode of AES. 
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As technology changes humans’ lives in a continuous manner,

he physical devices have the advantage to be connected and alter-

atively used. For that reason, both industry and academia can use

ethodologies to minimize, if not eliminate their operational costs.

dditionally, approaches of using or even reusing portable devices,

s completely acceptable. The devices can be connected to the cur-

ent technology, in order to develop particular systems with low

ost and high performance. This novel practice gives the advantage

o the people, to connect from all over the world, through a hard-

are system, that is compatible, stable and safe. 

The proposed cryptographic system, can been applied success-

ully as a real time platform for everyday use. Additionally it can

e used for research purposes, and training methodologies or edu-

ational activities, in both industry and academia, sectors. 

. Privacy and cryptography primitives 

In this section, we give the fundamental primitives and def-

nitions of cryptography, as well as of symmetric key block ci-

hers, for both encryption and decryption processes. Symmetric

ey cryptography is called the operation, when the same key is

sed for both encryption and decryption. With this process where

he sender encrypts the plaintext using a key and a selected block

ipher. In this way, the ciphertext is produced. On the other side,

he receiver decrypts the ciphertext using both same key and the

lock cipher. The key is exchanged securely, as it is transferred in a

ecure channel before the data exchange. In this phase, a malicious

nsider (adversary) is trying to monitor the communication and/or

lter the data, but is unfeasible due to the known attack methods,

ssumed that a large, in wide, key is applied. 

A block-by-block, way of operation is used by symmetric block

ipher in order to process data. The size of each block is fixed to

-bit, such can be n = 128-bit. If the plaintext contains more than

ne n-bit blocks, there are modes of operation, that additionally

upports, the original operation of a block cipher. In the context of

his work, three modes of operation are presented; Electronic Code

ook (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) and Counter (CTR) modes
13] . Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) transforms data blocks

f n = 128-bit and is implemented for the symmetric block cipher

ode. 

The most widely used mode is ECB ( Fig. 1 ), and breaks the

laintext into i-blocks and encrypts each block separately. Each

lock that refers to the plaintext is encrypted, using a key and

roduces a ciphertext-block, independently. On the other hand, in

he decryption process the inverted encryption process takes place.

ach ciphertext-block is decrypted using a key and produces the

laintext. 

In the CBC operation mode, as presented in Fig. 2 , an Initializa-

ion Vector IV is used in the first block, of encryption process. The

V uses an exclusive-OR logic function, in order to be XORed with

he first plaintext block. The result is encrypted and in this way,

he first ciphertext block is produced. Then, each plaintext block is

ORed with the ciphertext output of the previous stage. In the op-

osite process, for the decryption of a ciphertext block, the cipher-

ext block uses the XOR function with the previous stage block, and

he plaintext is produced. We should note, that in this case, the IV

s used only once at the beginning of the decryption process, using

he XOR operation, with the first generated decrypted block of the

rst ciphertext block, since there is no previous stage. In this way

he first plaintext block is produced. 

In ECB and CBC modes of operation, if the final produced plain-

ext is equal to the initial one, for every input block, then both

rocesses (encryption and decryption) are successfully completed.

his assumes that the same key is used for both of them. However,

s it is illustrated in ECB mode, the encryption of identical plain-

ext blocks, produces identical ciphertext blocks and vice versa.

his is the most serious disadvantage of this mode, as all blocks

re encrypted independently and all used messages should not be

reater than one block. In CBC mode, this mentioned disadvantage

oes not exist. It makes use of the mechanism of encrypting each

laintext block with the previous block (chaining mechanism). An

dvantage of CBC mode is that different use of IVs, but with the

ame key in the first phase of encryption, results finally to differ-

nt ciphertexts. 
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In addition to ECB and CBC modes, with CTR mode of oper-

ation ( Fig. 3 ), a block cipher operates as a stream cipher, at the

same time, with no additional cost. It is able to generate the next

keystream block, by encrypting values of a “counter”. The counter

is a function that provides a sequence number, that is not re-

peated for long. In CTR mode the nonce value is random and is
lso similar to Initialization Vector (IV). It can be combined with

he counter, using for example an XOR function, in order to pro-

uce a unique counter block for encryption. In case that there

s a non-random nonce, both the nonce and the counter should

e connected by simply ADDing or XORing them into a single

alue. Once an attacker controls the counter pair and the plaintext,
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ORing the ciphertext with the known plaintext would yield a

alue that, when XORing with the ciphertext of the next block,

ould decrypt the block. 

. Security level and implementation devices 

One of the main concerns regarding IoT networks is the secu-

ity level as regards, to the communication between the IoT lay-

rs of the architecture. The security level is used mainly in sym-

etric and asymmetric cryptography, in order to measure in bits,

he strength that a cryptographic primitive achieves. It is worth

ointing out that IoT hardware platforms are facing lack of security

evel. This arises the crucial need to use advanced security mech-

nisms and privacy schemes. In addition, one of the most critical

ssues in IoT applications is the power efficiency, as the devices

ave to operate using energy sources of battery. Later on, we de-

cribe the algorithms found in the corresponding literature, that

ake use of different im plementation devices, that adopt different

nfrastructure. 

Authors in [5] , use advanced security mechanisms, such as

ransport Layer Security (TLS). RSA and Elliptic Curve Diffie–

ellman Ephemeral (ECDHE) are defined as the most popular

nd recommended cipher suites for TLS. The cipher suites, based

n RSA algorithm, make use of it for key-exchange. In contrast,

CDHE-based cipher suites, use Ephemeral Diffie-Hellman based

n Elliptic Curves cryptographic algorithm. The ESP32 embeds an

EEE 802.11b/g/n interface and supports Bluetooth v4.2. The core

f the SoC is a 32-bit LX6 dual-core microprocessor that operates

t up to 240 MHz, with 520 KB of SRAM. The hardware acceleration

ngine for cryptographic algorithms supports AES, SHA-2, RSA, ECC

nd also presents a Random Number Generator (RNG). It can be

owered by either a 3.3 V or a 5.0 V power source, or by using a

icro-USB connector. 

In [6] , a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)-based imple-

entation of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) and Secure Hash

lgorithm-3 (SHA-3) algorithms, is described. This proposed archi-

ecture allows both data integrity and confidentiality to be pro-

ided for high-speed IoT applications. The security level of hash

unctions is proven more complicated, to the way that it is needed,

n order to provide high speed and real time results. The imple-

entation results on Artix-7 FPGA are better in the sense of low

ower operations as compared to other FPGAs. The functionality

f SHA-3 is implemented using LUT-6 primitives and they are in-

tantiated for the complete implementation of SHA-3. FPGAs) are

ade up of an interconnection of logic blocks in the form of a two-

imensional array. The logic blocks consist of look-up tables (LUTs)

hich are constructed over simple memories that store Boolean

unctions. Each LUT consists of a fixed number of inputs and is

oupled to a multiplexor and a Flip-Flop in order to build sequen-

ial circuits. 

As described in work [7] , AES is an identifiable cryptographic

lgorithm that can be used to protect electronic data. AES is a sym-

etric block cipher algorithm with block length of 128-bit, and

enerally allows three different key lengths 128-, 192- and 256-

it, respectively. Authors of work [7] propose an implementation

f AES on ARM Cortex-M3 processor with minimum memory that

ill be useful for deploying it in low cost applications such as

oT. LPC1769 development boards are supported by 512 KB of flash

emory, and 64 KB of data memory. It can run a Cortex-M3 core at

p to 120 MHz. LPC1769 belong to Cortex-M3 family of 32-bit pro-

essors by ARM. These microprocessors have 16 32-bit registers, of

hich three are reserved for program counter, stack pointer, and

ink register. 

Although IoT devices have many advantages in terms of scal-

bility and cost, they are restricted in terms of computing capa-

ilities and hardware resources. So it seems to be impossible, to
mplement complex and heavy operations needed by encryption

lgorithms, to cipher and secure the communications. However, it

hould be cited that the above mentioned implementation devices,

ould be useful for the scope that are able to accomplish, but in

ome cases there limitations in sense of performance, storage, au-

onomy and other similar capabilities. 

. Selected IoT board 

The UDOO Neo board [4] is used as a basis to implement a full

oT solution, in order to combine different individual modules, for

he proposed system. It is a low cost, series board, with good per-

ormance, enough storage capabilities, flexible autonomy, and good

nergy consumption. These characteristics are proven efficient for

ur research, always keeping a good balance between them. This

alance, is a major criterion of UDOO Neo board selection, since

ur research does not need or give a special priority to any of

hem. In this way, fair and satisfactory results can been achieved,

ompared with previous other works and approaches, which have

oo specified designed criteria, or other priorities and dedicated

eeds [5–7] . Last but not least, the proposed system design and

mplementation, are not depended in any special characteristics, of

he selected board, and can be applied successful also to similar

nes, according to user’s need, availability and decision, each time.

his is proven as another major advantage of the proposed crypto-

raphic system. 

More analytically, a single board computer was lately launched,

ased on Arduino with Android or Linux, enriched with sensors,

luetooth 4.0 and a Wi-Fi module [4] . At the beginning, it was

sed as a training testbed low cost system, where several new ap-

lications and services can be developed [11 , 12] . 

In detail, the specifications of UDOO Neo board are the fol-

owing: an NXP/Freescale iMX 6SoloX processor, that has two

eterogeneous processors embedded on the same chip, an ARM

ortex-A9 and an ARM Cortex-M4 embedded processor, with clock

t 1 GHz and 200 MHz, respectively [14] . These two processors

ommunicate through a virtualized serial interface, that uses the

hared memory to exchange data. The processors, also, share hard-

are implemented features, provided by the architecture. The iMX

SoloX is connected to the peripherals of sensors, Bluetooth 4.0

nd Wi-Fi module. The peripherals are connected to processors,

hrough a high speed AXI bus, using different hardware interface

I2C’s, SPI, GPIOs, UARTs and others). 

All hardware features of UDOO Neo board, can be accessed and

onnected via processor’s pad, with an editable mixing. Therefore,

he functions are not fixed, but can be accessed on different pads.

ome of these are connected to the external pins, for both proces-

ors, allowing the users to connect their own peripherals. General

urpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins, can be dynamically shared, at

oot time, between the Cortex-A9 and Cortex-M4 processors. 

. Proposed cryptographic system 

A novel cryptographic system is proposed, designed for IoT

echnology, and is presented in detail. It makes use of the

DOO Neo board [4] . The implementation board is based on and

ses a different, than usually defined operating systems, named

DOObuntu 2, that is based on Ubuntu 14.04, without any Graph-

cal User Interface (GUI). The proposed software architecture is il-

ustrated in the Fig. 4 . The Wi-Fi module operates as an access

oint, based on protocol IEEE 802.11 b/g/n. The device can handle

p to 10 clients, to this mode. 

The UDOO Neo board is constituted as a web application that

onsists of Apache and PHP modules. It can also handle Hypertext

ransfer Protocol (HTTP) requests, from web browsers. The inter-

ace has been developed with web technologies, such as Hyper-
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Fig. 4. Proposed system architecture. 
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Text Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and

JavaScript programming language. The user gains access to these

technologies, through the web browser, as well as, communicates

through the Wi-Fi protocol. 

It is worth mentioning that the system has been implemented

using the OpenSSL Application Programming Interface (API) with

C/C ++ programming language [15] . The API contain information

about the interface, encryption or decryption requests like the

HTTP requests. The process is the following: at first a request (ei-

ther encryption or decryption) is sent to OpenSSL module, then

synchronous or asynchronous cryptographic results are expecting

to arrive in the time being. Python is used to interpret the func-

tion of the tool. It also performs precise commands to save date

and other operations. Python program communicates through the

interface of Cortex-M4, and Inter Process Communication (IPC), to

PHP module. The use of a database is proven absolutely necessary

for data storage. 

Going further to the Cortex-M4, we can indicate that an Ar-

duino based code, is running. This code is responsible for han-

dling all the external peripherals such as a button that should be

pushed to indicate the appropriate status of RGB leds, in case of

reporting sensor data on a screen. All interaction and reporting,

are then passed through bidirectional serial communication, to the

main function of the tool. 

In Fig. 5 , we can clarify the development of the proposed sys-

tem, using UDOO Neo board and peripherals. One of these periph-

erals is a TFT Color Display ILI9163, which can be used option-

ally and only in case of monitoring purposes [16] . It is connected

through a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) bus and a DHT11 hu-

midity and temperature sensor, connected through a serial inter-

face using a single-wire two-way protocol. In addition, an RGB led

is connected to output pins with Pulse Width Modulation (PWM)

mode [17] . The two push-buttons are connected to input pins, with

pull up resistors and handled by interrupts. 

A person can be a registered user of the proposed system,

through a registration and validation security scheme, based on in-
egrated hardware modules of the proposed system ( Fig. 6 ). More

nalytically this is implemented, with two push buttons of the

anel. Through the registration process a user is informed for the

emaining time of the process ( Fig. 6 a), the successful validation

esult ( Fig. 6 b), possible timeouts of performed operation ( Fig. 6 c)

r even the unsuccessful attempt ( Fig. 6 d), especially in case of

acking or possible attacking. 

Two factor authentication of the user, is also implemented and

upported, as a crucial authentication scheme. It follows after the

uccessful login, of the above described process. The applied tech-

ique that has been adopted is the one time passwords, (OTP). 

The last ones are randomly generated, by means of the device

nd no additional cost. Accelerometer is used in our case, in order

o optimize the seed of a common pseudo-random bytes, function,

mplemented with a software routine. In this way, better “random

umber” are produced, in sense of vector range, guess probability

tc. First, the appropriate number of bytes is selected, as well as

he level of sensor sampling: time slots, range of produced vec-

or etc. Then the accelerometer is moved in a random way by the

ser, and the “random” values are sampled. The process is sup-

orted with a the ability of cancelation, in case of not desired re-

ult. When the progress of the process is completed, 100%, the ran-

om bytes have been generated to the output ( Fig. 7 ). 

. Proposed IoT system implementation 

In this section, the proposed IoT system implementation is pre-

ented. The first step contains the connection of the user device

o the proposed IoT system, through the Wi-Fi access point. In the

ext step, a web browser is used to gain access to the supported

ervices. 

Then, the user creates an account and registers to this with

is/her preferred e-mail address and password. A validation of the

ccount follows in a physical way using the two push-buttons of

he device. After this, another validation process is performed: a

wo-factor authentication. In this phase, the IoT device generates
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Fig. 5. Proposed system: implementation device and peripherals. 

Fig. 6. User’s validation module and two factors authentication scheme. 
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3. Electronic Files: All the other data file formats. 
andomly an One Time Password (OTP). This password is equal to

our characters and it can be displayed on the screen. The user en-

ers this OTP, in order to have access to the decrypted data of the

ystem. 

When the user gains access to the interface of the system,

e/she can perform encryption or decryption, as defined in the
revious Section 3 , using AES [8] , on three different types of ap-

lications: 

1. Data Text: User input text. 

2. Image: Image known file formats (bmp, png, jpeg etc.). 
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Fig. 7. Random numbers generation. 
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Further to this, various privacy schemes can be selected by the

user to perform encryption and/or decryption. The supported pri-

vacy schemes by the proposed system are the followings: 

1. “Original” AES 

2. AES Galois/Counter Mode (GCM) 

3. AES Galois Message Authentication Code (GMAC) 

4. Modes of Operation (ECB, CBC, CTR) 

5. Key length (128-, 192-, 256-bit) 

6. Padding (No padding, PKCS#7 padding), [18] 

7. Password (Key is generated using a Key Derivation Function

– KDF) 

8. Key – using hexadecimal notation. The size depends on key

length 

9. IV (only in CBC mode) – using hexadecimal notation and is

equal to block size (16-byte). 

As it has been mentioned above, the proposed system, in

addition to the confidentiality that a) “original” integrated AES

achieves, proposes and implements b) AES Galois/Counter Mode

(GCM) and c) AES Galois Message Authentication Code (GMAC), as

are shown in detail in the following Fig. 8 . 

According to this research, AES GCM implementation, has been

integrated as an authentication security scheme, which is targeted

to provide authenticity and confidentiality process, with no ad-

ditional cost, in hardware terms. On the other hand, the intro-

duced AES GMAC integration, is proposed for message authentica-

tion code, as a flexible and trustworthy solution at the same time.

Both AES GCM and GMAC, are proposed in sense of the available
Fig. 8. AES authentic
esources optimization, due to the fact, that the additional hard-

are cost is minimal, compared with the integrated AES, main

odule. 

As it has been mentioned before in this work, an example

ill follow to indicate the critical disadvantages of ECB mode of

peration. This example is based on the proposed system sup-

orted services. The scenario applies an image which is con-

erted into a BMP file format. The header of this encryption is

xtracted. The body of the image is encrypted using the AES and

he user’s privacy schemes. Then, the encrypted body is linked

o the header. The whole encrypted image is shown in the next

ig. 9 . A user can encrypt the example image. The selected ex-

mple image is the official logo, University of Patras, (our insti-

ute). The converted image has a fixed header of 138 bytes and

 body of 1,866,400 bytes. AES encrypts 1,866,400/16 bytes (block

ize) = 1,166,500 blocks and there is no need for padding for the

elected image. The parameters used for the image encryption

re: AES encryption, ECB mode of operation, key length of 128-

it, no need for padding and an initialization vector equal to

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 075BCD15”. The image as shown

elow uses the same pattern of data. This means that the data

locks that are encrypted, follow the same pattern and exploit

he image. The use of key, the specified length and the password

hrase are not mutually reliant, and the image will be exploited in

ny way. 

As another encryption example, one must be very careful when

ultiple encryptions of the image are performed. The result of

he encrypted image will not be “correct”, as illustrated below in

ig. 10 . This image is encrypted three times, using the same previ-

us AES parameters: AES ECB ( AES ECB ( AES ECB ( image ))). 

The applied image is also used to be encrypted, selecting the

ame parameters but using CBC operation mode. The key used is

he same as before and the IV is selected to be equal to zero. As

epicted in Fig. 10 d, the encrypted image with CBC mode encrypts

he image successfully by removing all previous patterns. In the

BC mode of operation, the advantage is that a possible adversary

annot identify the image that has been encrypted. 

While using another high quality image as an example of en-

ryption, based on the proposed system, it is perceived that it was

sed the AES in ECB mode with the same key. The result of the en-

rypted image is illustrated on the right part, of Fig. 11 . The most

mportant issue is that the encrypted image, cannot be identified.

f we want to be more accurate and examine the encrypted im-

ge closely, we could find same patterns in this, as well. If we can

e more precise to the encrypted image and focus on its bytes,

n adversary can discern same ciphertext blocks, that will lead to
ation schemes. 
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Fig. 9. (a) original image, (b) encrypted image using AES-ECB mode. 

Fig. 10. (a) Linux “Tux” original image, (b) one encryption AES-ECB, (c) multiple encryptions, AES-ECB, (d) Encrypted using AES-CBC. 

Fig. 11. (a) original high quality image, (b) encrypted image using AES-ECB mode. 
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dentical blocks of the original image. As a result, the CBC encryp-

ion mode can be defined as more accurate and flexible, to give

olution to the encryption issue presented previously. 

Both encryption and decryption of ECB mode, can be easily par-

llelized using multiple AES cores. On the other hand, the encryp-

ion of CBC mode cannot be performed in parallel, because the en-

ryption of a plaintext block, depends on the ciphering, of previ-

us plaintext blocks. This chaining dependency cannot be done in

arallel, thus only the AES cipher can be parallelized. In contrast,

he decryption process of CBC mode can be parallelized due to the

on-dependency of previous decrypted blocks. 

In the following Fig. 12 , we compare the number of clock cy-

les per block between non-parallel encryption with ECB and CBC

ode of operation that the UDOO Neo board needs. In x-axis, the

umber of blocks that will be encrypted is shown while in y-axis

he clock cycles are presented. As it is depicted from the graph, the

CB mode of operation, spends fewer number of clock cycles than

he CBC mode needs. This is due to the fact that the CBC mode

erforms, for every encryption of a plaintext block, the XOR func-
ion. o
If we want to make parallelism between these two encryption

odes, the results will be proven different. Fig. 13 presents that

or a small number of blocks, the ECB mode can be parallelized

uccessfully, and the needed clock cycles of these blocks encryp-

ion, are continuous. However, the CBC mode cannot be parallel

nd spends much more clock cycles, than before. 

. Implementations results and comparisons 

In this section, we compare the results extracted from differ-

nt ciphers, previously introduced. We can distinguish these imple-

entations in two types: as regards to symmetric and asymmetric

ryptography. 

As for the symmetric cryptography we can mention the im-

lementation proposed in [7] , that uses the LPC1769 development

oard with 512 KB of flash memory and 64 KB of data memory and

ur proposed one that uses the UDOO Neo board that implements

ES algorithm with a 128-bit key and the ECB and CBC modes of

peration, ( Fig. 14 ). 
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Fig. 12. AES performance: clock cycles/Blocks: Not parallel implementation. 

Fig. 13. AES performance: clock cycles/Blocks: Parallel implementation. 
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Fig. 14. Symmetric cryptography comparison graphs. 

Fig. 15. Asymmetric cryptography comparison graphs. 
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In asymmetric cryptography in order to compare ECC and RSA

ipher suites, it must be taken into account their security level,

 Fig. 15 ). Such a level is a value that quantifies the required ef-

ort to break a cryptographic primitive. If the effort is 2k, it is said

o offer k-bit security and, therefore, it provides a security level

. For example, a 128-bit security level is achieved by either us-

ng 3072-bit RSA or just a 256-bit key size of an ECC curve. The

btained results show that the curve secp256r1 outperforms the

urve secp224r1, while providing a higher security level, due to

ptimizations made on the libraries implementing the ECC oper-

tions. 

The obtained results emphasize the importance of testing and

easuring the performance of the different algorithms supported

y hardware platforms. The created testbed allowed for accurately

omparing the different alternatives in terms of security. 

. Conclusions & outlook 

The need of a trustworthy cryptographic system, that exploits

nd implements the IoT technology, is more than necessary, in or-

er to have a flexible connection between the physical and virtual

orlds. For these reasons, a novel IoT cryptographic system is pro-

osed in this work, offering a vast number of security schemes.

n approach of the different security levels, in terms of encryp-

ion/decryption and their efficient implementation, in IoT device

re introduced. Furthermore, a brief reference to the security levels

s regards the communication between the IoT layers of the archi-

ecture, are studied in details. 

The proposed cryptographic system, as an extended invited

ork of the our preliminary publication [3] , can be extended more,

s a more sophisticated design and powerful system; the objec-

ive could be to expand the system by implementing other crypto-
raphic primitives, like Public Key Cryptography, Hashing, and Dig-

tal Signatures. The area lightweight cryptography, such as stream

iphers, could also be considered [19 , 20] , as well as cryptogra-

hy and security systems, for the sensitive area of health and

edical applications, can be also crucial future directions [21–

3] . Additionally, this system should provide a connection to mul-

iple boards using the same platform technology, for informa-

ion exchange and suggest solutions to different security problems

19–21] . 
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